Letter A

**Welcome: Play**

**Language**
- WORKSHEET: Flash Cards: Uppercase Letters
- WORKSHEET: Journal Entry: Letter A
- WORKSHEET: Animal Acting

**Math**
- WORKSHEET: Flash Cards: 1-10
- WORKSHEET: Paper Airplane Targets

**Music**
- WORKSHEET: Build-a-Bag: Mr. Alligator

**Science**
- ACTIVITY: Apple Exploring
  
  Have some apples of different colors. If possible, take the children outside and sit by a tree. Ask them what they think is inside the apple. Cut open the apple and show the seeds. Explain that plants come from seeds, like this tree. Tell them that on an apple tree beautiful flowers bloom in the spring, then apples grow during the summer and are ready to pick in the fall. Then let the children try the different apples and tell you which color they like best.

**Art**
- WORKSHEET: Build an Ant Hill

**Reading**

**Play**